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ell, we looked at our past issues and after
reviewing things made a decision that this
time around we’re gonna go big. I mean, in this
issue we’re going to span a lot of years and technologies and
review some pretty big vehicles. From the big, rough and ready
Mercedes Unimog truck to the enormous, belching steam
engines of the mid-20th century powering the railways that
delivered most of the goods and services that people depended
upon. We’re going to take a look at some of these vehicles in
this issue. Tim Miller is going to give us a rundown on the
TH&B Railroad (that’s the Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo
Railroad for those who aren’t up on such things!) The TH&B
may have been a bit of an obscure operation but it actually
lasted almost a century providing well-appreciated service to
the industrial heartland (the “Golden Horeshoe” area) of North
America’s Great Lakes. It soldiered on using mostly hand-medown equipment from the larger railroads that surrounded
it. Eventually it was gobbled up by these larger players, but
this local railway did offer a vital service in a sector that
wasn’t covered by the majors at the time and they made some
innovations in their methods and operations that carried over
into their successor’s activities.
I’m also offering a bit of a follow-up on aircraft engine design
with my own review of the once-ubiquitous radial aircraft
engine. Born out of the innovative, yet limited rotary engine
popular in the early days of aviation, (See Moto|ology Issue 1
Spring 2020 page 36) the radial went on to be a major, almost
universal source of large aircraft motivation until the advent and
final takeover by the gas-turbines of the modern jet age. Oh, and
by the way, some of those old radials were also huge! Thirty-six
cylinders in four rows of nine giving seven thousand, seven
hundred and fifty cubic inches and more than five-thousand
horsepower... YOIKS!
Another large player in this issue is the mighty Mercedes
UNIMOG, a truck for all terrains and all seasons. Loved by
farmers and military movers almost everywhere, these land
locomotives have even competed in off-road excursions like the
Dakar Rally and Baja competitions—and not just to provide the
back-up service and parts for the bikes and cars, they’ve actually
been fielded as competitors in their own right.
We also have an article about a relationship that started over
50 years ago with a mutually-shared admiration for a lovely old
WINTER 2020/21

Triumph motorcycle. Now, we’re not trying to say a vintage
Triumph motorcycle is physically large in any way, but any
relationship that can last as long as this one must be powered by
a big love.
As a bit of a tribute to recently-deceased Canadian racer and
car dealer, Ed Leavens, we are re-running an interview from
John Wright that originally appeared in Vintage Road & Racecar
magazine.
Ed competed very successfully from the mid-nineteen fifties
through the early sixties in sportscar racing and land-speed
record attempts. He ran with the likes of Stirling Moss, Bruce
McLaren and others. He left racing to devote his full time efforts
to his business, Leavens Motors, and grew it into the successful
Leavens Automotive Group that now operates in the London
and Southwestern Ontario, Canada area. His experiences both
on and off the track provide some very fascinating reading!
Anyway, there’s lots of other big items to see and read about
in this issue and we hope you’ll find these stories entertaining.
There’s also lots more of these large subjects that we could cover,
so let us know what you think, we may just have more stories
dedicated to the big stuff coming your way in future issues of
Moto|ology.
As I’ve mentioned on our Facebook site, this has been a
hellish year and one that doesn’t seem to want to let us have a
break. A case in point is the passing of several more outstanding
personalities in the motoring world. I felt these people deserve
to be recognized and remembered, especially in a publication
like this, so I’ve written a small tribute to mark some of their
passings elsewhere in these pages.
Hopefully the new year will bring better things. Perhaps an
effective COVID vaccination and some less-stressful political
developments will give us all some well-deserved optimism.
With that said, I’d like to offer my very best wishes for a
Merry Christmas and a Happy Holiday Season to you all and
here’s looking forward to saying good-frikkin’-bye to 2020 and
welcoming a new and much-improved 2021! Again, be kind to
each other, keep safe and thank-you for your readership.
Doug Switzer, Publisher
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Aeolipile illustration by D. Switzer

Portrait Image courtesy Wikimedia Commons.

Centuries passed until in
the late Renaissance when
great thinkers again started
examining the possibilities
presented by combining the
powers of mechanics and fire.
Reviewing the work of the
ancients, turning water into
steam through heating it was
one of the first recognized
processes that would allow
creative engineers to come up
with a mechanism, an “engine”
if you will, that could actually
be made to perform tasks—
heavy tasks like draining mines
of dangerous flooding waters
or powering mills and even
factories on a grand scale. The
mechanization that steam power
made practicable also made
the mass production of goods
more effective and economical.
It wouldn’t take long for those
in the manufacturing side of
things to realize they needed
a quick and efficient means of
distribution of all these nowavailable goods. The application
of the new-fangled steam engine to vehicles
fulfilled this need. From steam carriages to
ships and ultimately railways, automobiles
and even aircraft, the world was on its way
to a mobile, motoring future.
This “age of steam” would drive the
industrial revolution and initiate the
modern world of consumerism that we are
all so familiar with today.
As a feature in this winter’s issue,
Tim Miller gives us a look at a small but
tenacious railway that served the industrial
area of Southern Ontario and Western
New York State. The Toronto, Hamilton &
Buffalo Railway operated for almost 100
years from the age of steam until it was
absorbed by its bigger, parent companies
in the late 1960’s. Tim looks at this railway
in its early and middle years when steam
locomotives shunted frieght and passengers
around the Great Lakes. Some consider it an
age of romance, closer to the truth was the
soot, smoke, dirt and hydrocarbons being
pumped into our lives. Still, it’s fascinating
to ponder this bygone technology.

STEAMY THOUGHTS.
Comment by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher

W

hiling away some time over
the Christmas break is a
good time to look over the
stories in Moto/ology and think over the
things we’ve presented and discussed in the
past year’s issues.
During a recent round-table discussion,
(that would be me and a group of friends
sitting around a table having a few beers…)
the question arose of who was actually the
first to come up with a motor, an engine,
or a powerplant if you prefer. The opinions
came thick and fast… Karl Benz, some guy
named Otto, or Auto, Watt, Stephenson,
daVinci, even Henry Ford. None of us knew
for sure, so it was decided to actually do a bit
of research and look it up. Thank heavens for
the internet!
It seems there was a Greek chap by the
name of Hero (or Heron) of Alexandria who
was a noted and revered mathematician,
geometer, inventor, engineer and all-around
clever guy. He is credited with the first
practical demonstrations of a device known
as an aeolipile in approximately 58 BC. This
was a rudimentary steam turbine. Although
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other engineers and inventors such as the
Roman Vitruvius and even Alexandria’s
Ctesibius over the preceding 300 years had
described similar devices, Hero gets the
credit as his machine is better documented.
How did he (or they) come up with such
a thing? I’m imagining perhaps Hero was
brewing some tea and while sitting waiting
for his kettle to boil, he noticed the steam
emanating from the kettle’s spout and
perhaps a lid dancing on top. It’s not too
much of a stretch to imagine him wondering
what would happen if he tried to harness
this process in some way. What about piping
it into a ball or sphere that would spin as the
steam escaped? He constructed this gadget
and it became an entertaining novelty in
ancient times.
In all our known records of antiquity
however, there is, unfortunately no mention
of it ever being harnessed to do some actual
work. Like many of the ancient’s amazing
and entertaining inventions and discoveries,
many were lost for centuries until their
rediscovery, development and re-application
in more modern times.
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HAPPENINGS

CAUTI
ON!!

DUE TO
C

OVID!

Photos by Jeremy Gunness

Now that a coronavirus vaccine is a reality, we are seeing a renewed
optimism. It will still take time however for things to be as they were.
Compilation and photos by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher
Hopefully, with COVID vaccinations now underway, 2021 will see some semblance of a return to normality. Unfortunately, with things still unknown in
these crazy times, we can’t be sure of much of anything – except, of course, death and taxes. Be sure to confirm events with the local organizers.

A

s we look forward with optimism to the unfolding of
2021, we can only hope it turns out better than the
past year. Looking to the months ahead, we still have
unanswered questions and scenarios that are yet to play out. The
arrival of vaccine’s against the COVID-19 virus will definitely
help, but authorities warn it will take time, perhaps years for
everyone to be immunized and then another extended period
for “herd immunity” to take hold. Then there will be those that
refuse to be vaccinated and the possibility that the virus itself
will adapt and morph into a more resilient or vaccine-resistent
strain. With all these variables, once again, we’ll just have to wait
and see.
As before, we remind all our readers that due to the
aforementioned situation, we do not guarantee any of the
following information and urge you to check with those who are
putting on these events to get the latest info. With that in mind,
here’s some things that are slated for spring!

THE LYON AIR MUSEUM
OPEN FOR SPRING 2021
Our friends at California’s Lyon Air Museum at Orange
County’s John Wayne International Airport have said they will
be open as long as the authorities allow. At present they are
remaining open with certain conditions being observed such
as social distancing and other precautions against the spread of
COVID-19. Although their website and Facebook page list no
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upcoming events, we urge you to keep checking with them to see
the latest info on what will be up and coming.
Their address is 19300 Ike Jones Road, Santa Ana, CA 92707.
Oh! And also note they have expanded their retail shopping
facilities to allow for socially-distanced shopping. Be sure to check
them out for aviation and automotive-themed gifts for all the
enthusiasts on your list! Hours, exhibits, admission details and
complete up-to-date information is on their website at:
http://www.lyonairmuseum.org

THE 2021 YUMA AIRSHOW
March 13/2021
As of our time of writing, the Yuma Airshow is still slated for
March 13th and promises to be a busy 1-day event featuring
demonstration flights by US Air Force, Navy and Marine aircraft
along with private aerial display teams, warbirds and more. There
will also be aircraft on static display that will be available for
public viewing. Please be sure to check their website at: http://
yumaairshow.com

SUN ’n FUN AEROSPACE EXPO 2021
April 13-18/2021
The 2021 installation of the Sun ’n Fun Aerospace Expo and fly-in
event is on the calendar for this spring at its traditional Sun ’n Fun
Campus venue adjoining Linder International Airport in Lakeland,
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Florida. This huge 5-day affair is known as the season opener for
North American aviation events and is the largest fly-in, airshow
and convention in the southeastern US. There will be hundreds
of planes on display including homebuilts, warbirds, classics, jets,
military and commercial aircraft. There will also be over 500
exhibitors along with airshows featuring civilian and military
demonstration teams. This is indeed a huge event so plan early
and watch their website for up-to-date developments and news.
Check out their website at: https://flysnf.org

THE CANADIAN
WARPLANE HERITAGE MUSEUM
NOW OPEN WEDNESDAY THROUGH SUNDAY 10AM to
4PM, CLOSED MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS.
Canada’s premier warbird museum at Hamilton’s John C. Munro
International Airport in Mount Hope, Ontario is now opened
but is no longer open 7 days a week. The Museum will be closed
on Mondays and Tuesdays but is open the remaining days of
continued next page...

Check before you go...

We’re still seeing the Corona Virus pandemic situation
upsetting functions and events in the world of motoring
and motorsports as well as screwing up plans for our dayto-day lives. Although the roll-out of the new anti-viral
vaccines is beginning to happen, the authorities and medical
professions are warning us the effects of these measures will
take time to be felt and there are still resurgences of active
cases in many areas. Possible restrictions and lockdowns are
still very real, and all events that have been scheduled are
still at risk of being postponed or cancelled, and possibly
at the last minute and with little notice. As we keep saying,
please make sure you check with the organizers of any of
these events for the latest information on dates and status.
Here’s wishing you all good health and keep safe.

WINTER 2020/21
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NEW Photo needed?

the week from 10 am to 4 pm with
special conditions in effect for visitors.
Temperature checks and a pre-screening
questionaire will be taken at the doors
and face masks are mandatory inside for
everyone except children under 2 years
of age. The number of visitors allowed in
at any one time will also be limited and
physical distancing must be observed
so please be patient. They are closed on
December 25th through January 1st
inclusive for the Christmas Holidays. See
their website for details. Note there are also
closures for special private events so please
be sure to check their website at: https://
www.warplane.com

THE 2021 DOWNTOWN
KNOXVILLE BOAT SHOW
March 4-7/2021
While adhering to COVID-19 safety
and precautionary protocols, the 2021
version of the Downtown Knoxville Boat
Show is on the calendar for March at the
Knoxville Convention Center in Knoxville,
Tennessee. It promises to be a jam-packed
4-day event with a multitude of exhibitors,
demonstrations and displays. There will be
a wide variety of boat dealers, equipment
vendors and concessionaires along with
seminars and demonstrations. Be sure
to keep checking their website at: https://
downtownknoxvilleboatshow.com

2021 AMELIA ISLAND
CONCOURS d'ELEGANCE &
RM SOTHEBY’S AUCTION
MARCH 4-6/2021
This high-end gathering is in its 23rd year
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and is considered a must-do event for
classic car afficianados from around the
world. Held at the renowned Ritz-Carlton
& The Golf Club of Amelia Island, Florida
this 3-day event will show and auction
off some of the world’s most valuable
and coveted automobiles. For up-to-date
information, check their website at:
https://www.ameliaconcours.org
or the RM/Sotheby’s Auctions site at:
https://rmsothebys.com

THE 2021 LONDON
CLASSIC CAR SHOW

Series, the Alan Jay Automotive Network
120 Michelin Pilot Challenge and the
Lamborghini Super Trofeo races to be
run on Thursday and Friday before the
main enduro event is run on the Saturday.
For more details and up-to-date event
scheduling, be sure to check the track
website at: www.sebringraceway.com

2021 IMSA MOBILE 1
12 HOURS OF SEBRING

MOTO GP GRAND PRIX OF
THE AMERICAS

MARCH 17-20/2021
Sebring International Raceway is once
again putting on the annual 12-Hour
endurance racing classic, now back to its
old familiar date after the re-scheduling of
last year. Due to the still-active COVID-19
pandemic, expect certain health and
safety protocols to still be in effect, but in
spite of the changes and restrictions, the
organizers promise a great race weekend.
The traditional IMSA 12-Hour Classic
will run on Saturday. Supporting races
include the Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge

APRIL 16-18/2021
The Circuit of the Americas in Austin,
Texas will host the thrilling Moto GP
motorcycle crowd for the 2021 Grand Prix
of the Americas. This race weekend will
host the only Moto GP event in North
America in the 2021 season. Circuit of the
Americas offers exclusive ticket packages
suitable for all budgets and has fantastic
viewing vantage points and amenities. For
more details, ticket sales and up-to-date
status, visit the COTA website at:
https://cotaexperiences.com

THE 2021 105TH RUNNING
OF THE INDIANAPOLIS 500
MAY 30/2021
2021 will see the 105th running of the
Indianapolis 500 presented by Gainbridge
and it will be back on its traditional
Memorial Day weekend date. This
year’s event will see 33 of the world’s top
drivers running flat out in the latest-spec
IndyCars for 500 miles, that’s 200 laps
of the venerable track at some pretty
extraordinary speeds. Last year the race
ran an average speed of almost 158 MPH
despite several cautions and the polesitter’s qualifying speed was over 230
MPH! Here’s hoping this springf things
return to as near to normal as is possible
and we can once again enjoy this “Greatest
Spectacle In Racing”. To find out all the
latest information and reserve tickets, visit
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway website:
www.indianapolismotorspeedway.com

NASCAR AT LAS VEGAS

APRIL 16-18/2021
At our time of writing, the London
Classic Car Show is scheduled to take
place outside on the grounds of Syon
Park, London, England. The organizers
are promising a safe, COVID-compliant
outdoor, covered event that will feature
some of the most sought-after vehicles
in the collector-car market. Cars will be
on display and many will be available for
purchase privately, through attending
dealers or at auction, so be sure to bring
your cheque-book! There will also be an
extensive array of automotive accessories
and other related products and services.
Please be sure to check their website at:
https://theclassiccarshowuk.com

KEELS & WHEELS
CONCOURS d’ELEGANCE
MAY 1-2/2021
The 25th Anniversary Keels & Wheels
event has been rescheduled from October
17-18, 2020 for May 1-2, 2021. The Keels
& Wheels Concours d’Elegance is a
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weekend-long, nationally acclaimed classic
car and vintage boat show taking place at
the Lakewood Yacht Club in Seabrook, TX,
a bayside suburb of Houston. The show
attracts more than 10,000 attendees. Keels
& Wheels welcomes approximately 200
cars and 100 boats, and has raised more
than $1.8 million for local charities, while
drawing participants and spectators from
all over the U.S. and Europe. For more
information please visit their website at:
https://keels-wheels.com

will be compulsory at all times whether
indoors or out and hand-sanitizing and
social distancing protocols will also be
observed. If there is any change in health
requirements, spectators and partcipants
will be notified. For the latest information
tickets and directions, please visit their
website at: http://www.gpstpete.com

MARCH 4-7/2021
NASCAR will present the Camping World
Truck Series Race, the NASCAR Xfinity
Series Race, and the NASCAR Cup Series
Race together over these 4 days in March
at the Las Vegas Motor Speedway. The
truck race runs first on Friday with the
Xfinity Series race on Saturday and the
Cup race finishes things up on Sunday.
This promises to be a thrilling, full race
weekend! For more information and tickets
visit the NASCAR site at: https://www.
nascar.com

FIRESTONE GRAND PRIX
OF ST.PETERSBURG
MARCH 5-7/2021
This March race weekend puts the Indycar
calendar back in its traditional order
with the St. Petersburg event back as the
season opener. The organizers say they
will operate under the “Restart St. Pete”
guidelines for COVID-19 after receiving
approval from government officials for
limited spectator attendance. Masks
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TIM MILLER

Photo by Tim Miller

Tim Miller is now one of our veteran
writers and a valued Moto|ology
contributor who’s been with us right
from our start. He’s given us some great
stories about automotive and mechanical
history and as we head into a much more
optimistic year, he’s promised us even
more.
Since the mid-1970s Tim’s been writing
about cars and was the editor of Wheelspin
News. His work has been in Cars & Parts,
Hemming’s Motor News, The Canadian
International Auto Show Program, and
he’s covered motorsports and automotive
history for the Formula Media Group.
Tim was inducted as a journalist into the
Canadian Motorsport Hall of Fame and
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comes to us after writing for the Toronto
Star’s WHEELS magazine and Inside
Track magazine. He’s also written several
motorsports books for Firefly Books and
Tundra Books.
Tim provides press material for some
Canadian auto racing series and facilities
and is a member of AJAC, the Automobile
Journalist’s Association of Canada.
Tim has covered many forms of racing,
car-shows and various industry happenings
and as we’ve said before, we’re thrilled Tim’s
a contributor and always love his stories.
This time around, Tim’s passion for
railway history can finally come to the
fore as he gives us a look at the bygone
age of steam and tells us about a small but
tenacious railway that once served the
southern Great Lakes area.

HAPPENINGS • HISTORY • HUMOUR • HELP

ROYCE RUMSEY

Royce has written and photographed
some fantastic articles for us in the past
couple of issues of Moto|ology and this
time around he’s stepped up to the plate
in spectacular fashion once again with a
dramatic look at a dramatic subject, the
mighty Mercedes UNIMOG off-road
truck! Royce’s recent assignment took him
to the deserts of the southwest US where
he captured the rugged majesty of this
most utilitarian of vehicles. (See page 36).
His amazing photos have impressed and
pleased all who view them and his subjects
are the stuff that makes us passionate
about all things mechanized!
This is Royce’s third contribution to
Moto|ology and we’re proud and honoured
to have him as a vetaran contributor!
Hailing from Laguna Beach, California,
Royce is an award-winning photographer

WINTER 2020/21

and automotive journalist who also has
several product design awards and patents
to his credit.
Royce’s credits include being an
official photographer for Mercedes-Benz
since 2009, and he is a USA and Classic
Ambassador for Drive-Tribe. He is wellknown for his professional photo work for
Rolls-Royce Motorcars, Bentley Motors and
the Bentley Owner’s Club as well as Ferrari
and Fiat-Chrysler. He has also done work
for the Acura Motor Division of Honda
Corp. and has over 20 published photoarticles in international automotive and
luxury lifestyle magazines.
Whether he’s shooting pictures of cars,
aircraft or whatever, Royce’s awardwinning photographic style of “dynamic
fidelity” results in very impressive and
strikingly dramatic images that show off
the subject’s presence and character in a
spectacular fashion.
Royce’s work has been honoured in
Business Week, TIME Magazine’s annual
10 Best of the Year issues, WIRED
Communication Arts publications and he’s
been featured along with Peter LIk and
Annie Liebowitz in the prestigious WORLD
magazine as well as being featured in Star
Magazine and Trend Prive publications.
He has numerous awards to his credit
including Time and Business Week 10 Best
of the Year awards for Product Design,
Index award: World Finalist 2005-06 for

Product Design, Design of the Decade
2000-2010 for Product Design. He’s won
the IDSA Gold Award for Product Design
twice, along with The Communication
Arts Gold Award for photography
and three International Automotive
Media Corporation Gold Awards for
Photography, as well as a Silver.
As we’re happy to keep saying, we’re
priviledged and honoured to have Royce
on the Moto|ology team!
Photo by John Wright

It’s the last quarter of 2020, the year that sucks and everyone here at Moto|ology
is very happy to see the rear of it heading out the door! That said, we figured
a proper send-off is in order so we asked some of our now-regular writers for
something a bit different. Here’s the folks that took up the challenge!

Photo by Royce Rumsey

Photos courtesy Wikimedia Commons

Photo by Doug Switzer

ALL ABOARD... STILL.

JOHN WRIGHT

Once again, John returns with another
of his interviews with the interesting
people of motorsport. Also one of our
original team of contributors, John
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Photo by Peter Viccary

PETER VICCARY

This time around, Pete examines the
trials and tribulations encountered when
trying to put on a racing event in these
“COVID-times”. His article on page 28
shows it’s not just the big venues and

a spectator to taking part, and purchased
the Formula Vee. The following year, my
son Shane joined me and since then we’ve
evolved into Gladiator Road Racing. A
series of FV’s followed the first one, until
a few years ago we decided to purchase
the Formula Ford. I still own the original
Kelly Vee, and the Zink Formula Ford.
I’ve decided to stand down from driving
(temporarily at least) and concentrate on
Shane’s racing efforts. He now has two
sons who might be vying for a seat in a few
years. For me, racing is all about family.
I have a treasure chest full of racing
stories and photos which I will regale you
with in Moto|ology as and when called
upon. This is a great magazine, Doug, and
I wish you all the best success.”
Thanks Pete! Glad to have you with us!

Photo by Lawrence Hacking

series that are facing challenges, Pete takes
a look at the local club race scene and
what’s involved getting local racers and
authorities to work together for the safety
of all.
Pete has also been with us from the very
beginning and written several articles as a
Moto|ology contributor. Pete has extensive
experience in the club-racing and vintage
scene. He’s a very active member of the
Vintage Automobile Racing Association of
Canada for years and has served in various
capacities on the club’s Board of Directors.
Pete races his vintage Kelly Formula Vee
and his son has joined him in the sport
with their beautifully-restored Zink Club
Formula Ford.
Pete says: “I wouldn’t say I’m that much
of a gearhead, per se, more of a motor
racing fanatic. My parents took me to the
now long-defunct Edenvale airport circuit
circa 1957, and the seed was planted.
My interest in racing over the years
developed with an interest in photography.
I don’t really consider myself an artistic
photographer, more a recorder of events.
I think that approach comes from the fact
that I was a history major in University.
In 2006 I jumped the fence from being

LAWRENCE HACKING

Lawrence is joining us to share his
extensive motorsports knowledge and
experience. Lawrence is a true motorsports
enthusiast who has raced motorcycles,
cars and off-road trucks since 1971. He
has competed in motocross, ice racing,
enduro, cross-country and road racing on
motorcycles. He has worked as a journalist
since 2001 having articles published in
Cycle Canada, Motocross Performance,
The Toronto Star, the AMA magazine in
the US, Bigtank and Rider magazines in
Japan and numerous websites. He is noted
as being the first Canadian to complete
the notorious 21-day Paris-Dakar Rally in
2001 and has a book published by ECW

Press about that exploit called To Dakar
and Back.
Lawrence has competed in numerous
off-road and pavement rallies and races
including the Targa Newfoundland, Rally
Mongolia, the Baja 1000, The Mexican
1000, the Vegas to Reno desert race, the
Parker 425 in Arizona, the Gotland Grand
National in Sweden, Rally du Maroc and
the International Six Days Enduro or
ISDE 6 times in three different decades –
completing each one. The ISDE or ISDT is
considered the Olympics of motorcycling,
having tested men and machines since
’way back in 1913.
Lawrence has competed in many
countries around the world on adventure
rides or races including Australia, India,
Namibia, South Africa, Morocco, Senegal,
Mali, Mauritania, USA, Mexico, Canada,
South Africa, Egypt, Japan and most
Western European countries.
He currently calls Georgetown, Ontario,
Canada home.
In this issue of Moto|ology, Lawrence
tells us about two of his friends who met
and fell in love while backpacking and
travelling around Europe and Northern
Africa on their youthful adventures almost
50 years ago. While on their travels they
spotted and fell in love with a delightful
motorcycle. The bottom line is they’re all
still together! See page 50 to get the whole
story. acquatances acquatances

Photos by Doug Switzer

Wright is an ex-teacher and Formula
Vee racer and has been with us since our
beginning. John’s father and an uncle
who was a test-driver for the Ford Motor
Company influenced John at an early age.
The elder Wrights had the loan of a
Police Interceptor demonstrator and went
looking for people to race — this made a
big impression on young John!
John dabbled in drag racing and ovals,
and finally road-racing caught his fancy
and he became the owner/driver of a
Chinook Formula Vee in the early 70’s. He
had a bad crash at Mosport and incurred
some fairly serious injuries, but he repaired
the car and went out to try again, only to
promptly blow the engine, thus ending his
race-driving career.
John embraced writing after he retired
from teaching. He has written for Victory
Lane magazine, and interviewed many
motorsports celebrities and behind-thescenes personalities. John covers race
events, auto shows, concours d’élegance
and more. In this issue of Moto|ology, you
can read John’s interview with an enigmatic
Canadian racer, the late Ed Leavens on
page 20. We look forward to hearing more
from John and his fascinating subjects in
future issues!
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More goodbye’s...

H

ere we go again, as if
elections, pandemics and
wildfires aren’t enough, it
By Doug Switzer,
recently was announced we’ve lost some
Moto|ology Publisher more moto-type people.
Legendary Canadian aviation pioneer
Max Ward passed away on November 2nd 2020 at the age of 98.
Max joined the RCAF early in World War 2 and received his wings
in 1941. He was a gifted flyer and as such, wasn’t sent overseas, but
rather spent the duration of the war in Canada as an instructor
at various bases in the Commonwealth Air Training Plan. After
his discharge at the end of the hostilities, he moved to northern
Canada to start an air service ferrying miners and prospectors

Brigadier-General (Ret'd) Charles Yeager in 2010 at the 63rd
anniversary of his historic record-breaking supersonic flight.

Max Ward and his wife, Marjorie with the replica of the DeHavilland
Fox Moth he started his airline operations with just after World War 2.
Below: A Wardair 747 at Vancouver International Airport. This was one
of as many as five of thr type flown by the airline until its sale to the CP/
Canadian Airlines conglomerate in the 1989.

Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Audrey Poberezny with her late husband and EAA founder Paul H.
Poberezny. Photo Courtesy of EAA.
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and catering to the outlying and isolated communities of the north.
After a stint flying for others, he purchased a DeHavilland Fox Moth
and started his own service with various partners in the early 1950’s.
He purchased a brand new DeHavilland Otter and started Wardair
in 1953. He became a reknowned bush pilot in the Canadian
north and Wardair grew over the years until it became the largest
charter airline in Canada and by 1984 was also flying scheduled
international routes. Wardair offered disounted fares while being
praised for its premium service. People who flew on Wardair back in
the day still rave about the generous seating, magnificent service and
the joys of fine dining en route on genuine Royal Doulton china. The
airline flourished into the 1980’s before competition and financial
difficulties led to it being bought out first by Pacific Western Airlines
through their subsidiary, Canadian Pacific Airlines, (which was then
re-branded as Canadian Airlines International) and then ultimately
being absorbed by Air Canada in 2001.
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Another November loss to the aviation community was the
passing of Audrey Poberezny in November 1, 2020 at the age of
95. The widow of Experimental Aircraft Association founder Paul
Poberezny (who passed away at the age of 91 in 2013) continuously
worked in the background supporting and assisting with the
running of the EAA and was a major contributor in its growth into
the leading international Sport Aviation organization in the world.
Audrey carried on her duties at the EAA until recently but had
largely stepped away from the spotlight after her husband’s passing.
The EAA was founded by the Pobereznys and some other likeminded individuals in 1953 as an organization to promote aviation
in general and especially homebuilt aircraft in particular. Over
the past 67 years, The EAA has grown to over 200,000 members
in 1000 chapters around the world and embraces enthusiasts of
not only homebuilt aircraft, but also restorers and operators of
warbirds, historic and classic aircraft and promotes all aspects of
aviation and aerospace endeavours.

WINTER 2020/21

Legendary fighter pilot and supersonic flight pioneer General
Charles (Chuck) Yeager passed away this past December 7 at the
age of 97 in Los Angeles.
“Chuck” Yeager was a decorated and very experienced WW2
fighter pilot, who had been an “ace in a day” when he shot down 5
enemy aircraft in a single day, and followed up with 4 more a day
later. On one occasion, he was shot down over France, survived
bailing out of his P-51 Mustang and managed to escape captivity
with the help of the French Underground. During that adventure
he assisted a wounded fellow flyer in an arduaous climb over the
Pyrenees to freedom in Spain. For this escapade he received the
“Bronze Star with Valor”.
To prevent disclosing information about the underground and
resistance, pilots that had been shot down and escaped were not
supposed to be allowed to return to combat over enemy territory in
case they were downed a second time and interrogated. However,
at this point in time, the war was winding down and Yeager
figured that because all the resistance people that had helped him
were now fighting the Nazi's in the open alongside the allies, there
wasn’t much he could divulge that wasn’t already known and he
asked to be returned to combat duty. After pleading with superiors
all the way up the command chain to General Eisenhower himself,
Yeager was finally allowed to return to combat duties and served as
a Captain to the end of his tour.
After the war, Yeager was posted back in the US where he
attended and graduated from the flight testing school at Dayton,
Ohio’s Wright-Patterson Field. He was then posted to Muroc
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special anniversaries of his historic 1947 flight,
the last of which was in 2012 when at the age
of 89 he flew past Mach 1 in the second seat as
co-pilot in an F-15.
There has been mention of Yeager being
less than diplomatic, inhospitible, critical and
even downright belligerent to some people
he crossed paths with–people of colour and
other cultures, and even his own children in
later years. I’m sure the man wasn’t perfect in
all aspects–none of us are, but any personal
shortcomings shouldn’t lessen the importance
or significance of his professional achievements
in his life’s endeavours, especially in the field
of aviation. We don’t have to agree with all his

views and ideals, but his accomplishments
certainly deserve to be respected.
Yeager had many awards and honours
bestowed upon him in his lifetime, but he
remained down-to-earth and low-keyed
about his personal achievments. He often
claimed he wasn’t especially talented, gifted
or lucky, it was all down to hard work. He
and the rest of the adventurous test pilots,
astronauts and the other record-breakers of
his generation will be remembered as the
ones that showed what could be done when
skill and bravery are applied with conviction
and tenacity. To paraphrase Tom Wolfe,
they were all men of “The Right Stuff”.

Above: The record-breaking experimental Bell X-1 rocket-powered plane that Yeager piloted
tthrough the sound barrier in 1947. Below: Yeager in his post-WW2 heyday.

Photo by U.S. Air Force Museum - courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Air Force Base (now Edwards Air Force Base) after his
graduation and was assigned duties testing different types
of aircraft. He was selected to make the first U.S. attempt
at supersonic flight in the experimental Bell X-1 rocketpowered plane when Bell test pilot Chalmers “Slick”
Goodlin demanded a fee of $150,000 to make the attempt.
Rather than pay what they felt was an exhorbitant amount,
(the equivalent to over $1.7 million in today’s money) the
Air Force chose Yeager. When asked why Yeager had been
chosen for the historic flight, one of his commanding
officers reportedly said “he was the most expendable of all
our pilots”!
He was a friend of another legendary pilot, Bob Hoover
who passed away in 2016. Hoover flew the chase plane when
Yeager made his historic record-breaking supersonic flight
on October 14, 1947 in the Bell X-1 that Yeager had named
after his wife, “Glamourous Glennis”. He was also assisted
by longtime friend and fellow test-pilot Bob Ripley who,
in one particular instance, helped Yeager in his recordbreaking flight attempt by fashioning a make-shift lever out
of a broom handle to allow Yeager to secure the hatch door
on the X-1. Afraid he’d be removed from the assignment,
Yeager hadn’t told anyone else that the night before he had
been out riding in the desert with his wife and was thrown
from a horse and broken two ribs! Other than the civilian
doctor that he had tape up his ribs, along with Ripley and
Glennis, no-one else knew of his injury, but now he was
in too much pain and couldn’t close the door on the X-1
without help, so it was Ripley to the rescue!
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After his record-breaking flight,
Yeager returned to frontline duty and
went back to commanding units and
flying jets, he also was one of the first
allied pilots to fly a captured MiG-15.
Throughout the 1950’s, he commanded
the F-86 Sabre-equipped 417th FighterBomber Squadron in West Germany
and France and went on to command
the 1st Fighter Squadron flying F-100
Super-Sabres in California and Spain.
In the mid-sixties, he commanded a
fighter wing based in the Philippines
and took part in over a hundred and
twenty combat missions in B-57’s,
F-100’s and F-4’s in Viet Nam and
Southeast Asia. He retired from the Air
Force as a Brigidier-General in 1975,
but continued his long association with
the service. He also flew as a consultant
test-pilot to NASA and the Air Force for
many years after his retirement from
active duty.
While working for Piper Aircraft in
the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, Yeager
set several performance records for
light aircraft.
Yeager flew past the speed of sound
on several other occasions to mark
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BIG RACER/
BIG DEALER

JW: Ed, you told me that
although you are a Canadian
citizen you were born in the USA.
Ed Leavens: I was born in
Hartford, Connecticut, the
insurance capital of the USA
where my father worked for
Travelers’ Insurance.
JW: So, how did you come to
Canada?
Ed Leavens: In 1947, my father
was sent to Toronto to open up a
Travelers’ Insurance branch and
Ed Leavens driving the Gorries Chevrolet C-Production 1957 Corvette at Green Acres Racetrack.
we came along. I went to Upper
Interview by John Wright,
Canada College and then straight out of high school
got a job selling drafting equipment. My mother and
Moto|ology Contributor,
father went on a long overseas trip and left me at home
with photos courtesy of the Leavens
with their two cars. They said I could use my mother’s
Family personal collection and the
car so I had a car to get around in selling my drafting
Canadian Automotive Collection of
supplies.

the Canadian Motorsports Hall of
Fame Archives

ED LEAVENS:
CANADA’S
ACCOMPLISHED
BUT ELUSIVE RACER

Qualifying photo from the 1977 Indianapolis 500.

Along with Sir Stirling Moss and Tommy Wisdom, Ed Leavens
drove the experimental streamliners for Donald Healey and BMC
establishing several world records at the Bonneville Salt Flats in
1959. Here Ed sits in the Austin-Healey streamliner EX219 (which
was actually the EX 179 MG record-breaker that was rebranded
for this outing).
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Last August 13/2020, ex-racer and successful
auto dealer Edward Leavens passed away at
the age of 88 after fighting dementia. In his
youth he became a respected and soughtafter race driver, then in the early 1960’s
he left that all behind to concentrate on his
burgeoning auto dealership business.
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E

d Leavens’ career in racing could
be compared to an iceberg where 9
tenths of the details of his career lie
beneath the surface. He raced from
the mid-1950s to around 1962 but he gave
it all up for his business of selling cars in
London, Ontario Canada. Here was a race
driver whose team-mates were such people
as Stirling Moss and Roy Salvadori, and he
competed against Fangio and Penske, but
he weighed his chances of achieving the
top ranks in the racing world and instead
chose his business career. However, during
his time, he raced Healeys for the Donald
Healey team at Sebring and Nassau and the
Austin Sprite streamliner at the Bonneville
Salt Flats. Back in 2017, John Wright caught
up to this semi-retired businessman at his
home in Arva, Ontario outside the southern
Ontario city of London.
WINTER 2020/21

JW: That led you to your Austin Healey didn’t it?
Ed Leavens: I used to go over to Ensign Motors
where they sold Jags and Healeys and I traded in
my mother’s car on an Austin Healey, a 100M. I had
to borrow money to complete the deal. Needless to
say that when my parents got home, they were not
overjoyed to hear what I had done!
JW: You didn’t get into racing right away, but already
you had a taste for sportscars.
Ed Leavens: I went to my first race at the Edenvale
race track in 1955. It was pretty informal. They told
me I had to have a seatbelt and a helmet. I tried it and
came third in Class D. That did it. However I had a
serious accident and was injured. But, the bug got me.
JW: Tell me about your second year in racing, 1956
you told me.
Ed Leavens: The Austin Motor Company came to
me and told me they would sponsor me in a car. The
reason was my 100M was the only one around in
racing and there were not many around period. I had
done well at Edenvale. They gave me a car and took my
car, tuned it and put good tires on it.
21

JW: That led to a ride in a 1956 Corvette. Tell me
how that came about.

very slow Morris Minor at Limerock. I also drove a Jag
sedan, and a Chev sedan at a hillclimb of all places.

JW: That led to an MGA drive at Sebring in 1957 with
Ed Leavens: Burke Sykes owned Gorries Chevrolet
Alan Miller as your co-driver.
in Toronto and they were all enthusiastic about the
Corvette V-8. He asked me to drive a Corvette for
Ed Leavens: That’s right, Alan Millar was my cothem and that lasted until 1962. That year I got four
firsts and three seconds racing a Corvette for them at driver and Jim Fergusson was the team manager. That
Harewood and in 1957, I'd scored a second at the Glen. year at Sebring, MG won the team award and we were
the first car in the teams.
JW: How did you link up with the Fergussons, Alice
JW: You were also racing extensively in Canada of
and Jim? They were your mentors in many ways, were
course and on the old Green Acres course on the shores
they not?
of Lake Huron.
Ed Leavens: In 1957 Jim Fergusson had an imported
Ed Leavens: In 1958, the London Autosport Club
car dealership in Toronto and he spent more money
in racing than the dealership made. I drove an Austin took over the running of Green Acres and I won the
inaugural race in a Corvette. It’s funny about Green
Healey 100-6 for him–not a very exciting car and I
also drove several MGs for him at Elkhart Lake and a Acres and some of the things which used to go on in
Ed was on the Healey factory team and supposed to be driving the Sebring Sprite while team-mate Roy Salvadori was to drive the modified 3-litre
Sebring Healey in the 1959 Nassau Speedweeks races. Unfortunately Ed was summoned by telegram that his mother was seriously ill so he had to
withdraw before the actual race. He did however, get to drive the Sebring Sprite at the actual Sebring event that year.

At Bonneville with the record-setting Sprite Streamliner in 1959. Here is the record-breaking team of Gus Ehrmann, Tommy Wisdom and Ed Leavens.

left and right. That car was so fast. I did drive the
the local motels. There was this European driver–I
Sebring Sprite in the race at Sebring though.
won’t mention his name. Anyway, he met a married
woman who followed racing and her husband went out
JW: Then came Bonneville. Your team-mate for that
of the motel. He had an “assignation” with her in her
event was Sir Stirling Moss.
room, but her husband showed up unexpectedly and
he had to hide in the bathroom!
Ed Leavens; There are so many stories that arise out of
JW: Well, let’s leave it there and get things out of the Bonneville, it’s hard to know where to start. There were
bathroom and back on the track. You hooked up with two streamliners, the Sprite and the MG. There were no
Donald Healey again with the beautiful Sebring Sprite. similarities between the two cars. The Austin Healey
Sprite streamliner in a previous history had been the
MG Sprite. Now, sales of the Austin Healey Sprite were
Ed Leavens: That would be in 1959. Donald Healey
not at all what Austin Healey wanted and so they called
wanted me to drive the Sebring Sprite at the famous
it a Healey “Sprite.” There was to be a twelve hour
Nassau Speedweeks. It was entered in the under twolitre class, and was one of two cars built for the event. endurance run and a straight run. Moss did the straight
run in the MG streamliner. He and I set an endurance
The other car was a three-litre car and Roy Salvadori
was to drive it. I had really good practice times in the record and broke seveeral other speed records. After my
successes, the rains came and washed out the track.
Sprite, but I never got to drive it in the race proper as
I had a telegram that my mother was seriously ill. I
JW: Tell me about the way you spent your time
returned to Canada and Donald was such a gentleman
waiting for the rains to abate. You ended up spending
that he understood completely. I should say that a
couple of days before I learned of my mother’s illness, some time in Las Vegas, did you not? You, Stirling and
I went out in a couple of heats and I was passing stuff the crew?
22
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Ed Leavens demonstrates his style while running an Austin-Healey at Canada’s Harewood Acres racetrack.

Ed Leavens: We went to Las Vegas and that’s where
Stirling and I met and spent time with Zsa Zsa Gabor
who had an act at one of the casinos. We also went to
Wendover. Half of Wendover is in Utah and the other
half is in Nevada. The Nevada side was wide open with
slots, legalized prostitution etc. Someone in the group
made a contact in the Nevada side and we ended up
in the “Marvel,” a house of ill repute. It became like a
club for us and we’d descend on this brothel for drinks
and sandwiches every night. We got to know the girls
and every night, they’d enter the club and line up to
advertise to the customers. One night one of our gang,
a wild Australian, dressed up in one of their skimpy
outfits and lined up with them! All the regulars were
wondering what was going on! Tommy Wisdom, this
Englishman with the crew was shocked by everything,
all the highjinks.
JW: You were not very highly paid for your
Bonneville efforts.
24

Ed Leavens: I got a couple of hundred dollars for
my work, plus expenses. Of course, I would have paid
for the experience. Stirling got a little more than that,
though.
JW: You drove a very fast Bug Eye Sprite at Sebring in
March of 1959 didn’t you?
Ed Leavens: The car was a fairly standard Sprite and
was pretty quick for the day. There were four of them.
They had 100 horsepower and 1275 cc engines with
four-wheel disc brakes. They swept the under 1.5 liter
class one, two, and three. In 1960, Stirling drove one to
first in class and fourth overall in the four-hour race.
They were good cars.
JW: Tell me about the Fergusson Formula Junior with
the DKW engine.
Ed Leavens: Jim got a Mitter DKW engine for the
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Racing was much more relaxed than it is today. While away at international events like the Nassau Speedweeks and Sebring, there was always time
for a bit of highjinks! Here we have Juan Manuel Fangio threatening to overtake us on a Vespa!

formula junior car. It was a rocket with that Mitter
two-stroke engine, however it did have reliability
problems. The thing with the engine was, if anything
went wrong with it, you didn’t touch it, you just sent it
back to Mitter.
JW: Can you talk about some of the people you
raced against back then, Peter Ryan for instance and
Ludwig Heimrath and Roger Penske?
Ed Leavens: Peter was just completely involved in
racing and was a very competitive person. Racing
was everything to him. He suddenly appeared at
Bonneville when I was there, and was very supportive.
Peter always seemed to get what he wanted. I didn’t
know him well enough and there was a bit of hero
worship on my part, but I didn’t get to know him
particularly well. He always seemed unsure of himself,
a bit insecure. Ludwig was very tough, very gruff.
There was Tommy Gilmour and I went to school
with him. His family was very wealthy I think. When
I knew him, he had a brand new Studebaker which
he traded in on a Healey. He was a novice and rolled
26

the car at the Glen. His accident was a bad one and he
suffered head injuries. After that he seemed to fade
away and I lost track of him. As for Roger, we were
in hillclimbs and races and fooling around together.
He’d be working away cleaning his car while we’d be
partying. He was a go-getter. I went to a reunion at
the Glen a while back and he was there. I saw him and
I guess I should have gone over to him but he was so
busy I didn’t do it. I should have.
JW: However, in 1962, you decided to give up your
career in racing and go into the auto business full time.
Tell me how that came about.
Ed Leavens: My partner wanted out of the dealership
business and wanted me to buy him out. I had to come
up with the money and I realized that I couldn’t go
racing and be totally responsible to the business at
the same time. I quit racing completely and although
it took me some time to get over it, I realized I had to
divorce myself from it.
JW: Ed, thanks for your time and your stories.
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THE BIG CHALLENGE:
ROAD RACING DURING A
PANDEMIC
Story and photos by Peter Viccary, Moto|ology Contributor

Trying to safely stage
motorsports events
in these conditions
is difficult, but not
impossible.
Pete VIccary tells us how racers manage to get by in these extremely tough times.
COVID-19 has thrown the proverbial monkey
wrench into all kinds of endeavours and
motorsports is no exception. Some believe
the show must go on while others say these
events are unnecessary hazrds to public health
and should be banned outright.While we at
Moto|ology would never preach putting our fun
before anyone’s health and safety, there are a
few organizations that took responsible steps
to allow their events to continue. Peter Viccary
tells us about the trials and tribulations of racing
in these weirdest of times!
28

H

aven’t we all grown weary of this Corona virus?
Hopefully you haven’t been personally affected by the
epidemic, but “Corona fatigue” is a real thing. We’ve
all strived to find some sense of normalcy in an extraordinary
set of circumstances. No less so road racers, whose creativity
and lust for speed has come to the fore. In January and February
we started to hear about a virus spreading from Wuhan, China,
a city of over eleven million people which I had never heard of.
(Did you know that there are 113 cities in China with populations
over one million?) Social distancing became part of our lexicon.
The virus spread throughout the world, with illness, panic
and shut downs following closely behind. Canada proved to be
no exception. By mid-March we closed down. Everything, for
months. Into May we started to poke around outside. The virus
was still there, now how do we deal with it?
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Formula One, unwisely as it turned out, travelled to
Melbourne, Australia for its first meeting of 2020. Everyone
must have been walking on pins and needles. Then it happened.
On Friday, March 13 an outbreak was reported in the McLaren
team. McLaren immediately withdrew from the meeting, and
F1 quickly cancelled the event, amid much criticism for their
mishandling of the whole affair. The teams regrouped at their
home bases and made a bunch of rules. F1 is all about the rules.
Basically, the teams could not make any changes to their cars
while the lock down was enforced. But there are television
contracts, sponsorship obligations and a world championship
to be won. Millions of pounds, dollars and euros were at stake.
F1 came up with a plan. It just goes to show you what some
of the brightest people and best funded organizations can
accomplish when they are all pushing in the same direction.
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Main Picture: Officials, grid personel and competitors alike all wear
masks and practice social distancing. Above: Photograpgher Shaun
Lumley manages to get far enough away from everyone to take some
time amd let his mask down.
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press releases that it would be rescheduled for October, but
the Canadian border has been locked tight since March,
and was still not opening any time soon. Just ask the Blue
Jays and the Raptors. A Grand Prix in Montreal in October
would have been an iffy thing, anyway. Remember PierreElliott Trudeau and Gilles Villeneuve on the podium in
winter parkas in 1978? Monaco could not be held on its
original date of May 24 and an alternate was not possible.
The season started on July 5 and 12 in Austria at the Red
Bull Ring. Then July 19 was scheduled in Hungary and
August 2 and 9 at Silverstone. At the time of writing there
have been fourteen races at 12 tracks in 10 countries, all in
Europe. The season ends with three “away” races, two in
Bahrain and one in Abu Dhabi. Currently, there have been
14 races in 19 weeks, all over Europe. The members of this
circus must love what they’re doing.
NASCAR was actually the first major sanctioning body
to emerge from the COVID lockdown. Shockingly at the
time, they proposed a very condensed schedule starting
on May 17. They stayed mostly in the Charlotte, North
Carolina, area (home of most of NASCAR’s teams) and
held eight races in under a month, by June 14. COVID
protocols were very strict; the events were to be oneday affairs. The teams would arrive in their rigs, which
were spread out in the infield as much as possible. No
A strict procedure of protocols was devised to keep everyone
safe and to satisfy local authorities. No spectators, only essential
personnel, frequent testing, masks, closed paddocks. If the rest of
the world followed F1’s practices, the virus might be gone by now,
or at least in retreat. A minimum of eight races must take place

Even in tech, facemasks and minimum personal interaction
are the order of the day. There’s no socializing like in the past.
Go out and do what you have to do, race your car and go
directly back to your paddock area until you’re up next.

(according to Article 5.4 of the sporting regulations) in order to
crown a champion. A total of seventeen events was to be held
this year in a totally improvised schedule. Twenty-two was the
original number, many events were lost including Canada and
Monaco. Canada was originally scheduled for June 14. There were

Above and below: It’s weird to not have any spectators. Only crew and competitors are allowed into the track property and
only the required crew are in attendance on the grid.
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quickly as it had arrived. Now
sym racing has been around
for a long time. Professional
teams use simulators to
train their drivers and to test
virtual parts which they have
designed for their race cars.
Some professional competitive
sym racers make six figure
salaries. I read a comment
from Townsend Bell recently.
Bell is an IMSA GT driver
and a colour commentator
for Indycar TV broadcasts.
He said it takes about 10,000
hours of practice for an athlete,
musician or artist to reach his/
her peak performance. The
average pro racer competes
in about ten events per year.
On a race weekend, he might
get three hours in the car.
That’s 30 hours practicing
per year. He might get extra
track time testing, doing track
Driver Ed Luce and his crew-assistant Dorothy Agnew wait by themselves in their paddock area to be called to the
days, finding other races to
mock grid. It’s quite strange to not have spectators or friends or anyone other than your fellow racers around.
participate in, or teaching.
There are non-track exercises which are
non-essential people were permitted at
few spectators were permitted. NASCAR
relevant. But that still leaves the driver
the events. Even the broadcasters called
was vey much in the spotlight. Other
well short of 10,000 hours. So, fill in that
their play-by-play from a remote location
American race series, such as Indycar
gap with a realistic simulator. I know
– a studio in Charlotte. The number
and IMSA, were watching closely, as
my son, Shane, has caught the bug. He
of teams were restricted to 16, and
were, without doubt, all the professional
raced regularly during the lockdown with
teammates stayed together and everyone
sporting bodies.
other open wheel racers who frequent the
was masked. They off-loaded their cars
No spectators. That would be a
ApexSpeed website. He’s still at it today.
and only essential equipment. After
recurring theme, both around the world
When sym racing came on my TV, I
technical inspection, the cars were rolled
and in Canada. But a curious thing has
approached it with cautious curiosity.
immediately to the track. Drivers left their been taking shape, particularly at road
Many top names were participating, from
motorhomes and went directly to their
racing tracks, and more particularly, it
the past and present. Sym racing made a
cars, raced, then returned directly to their
seems to me, in the US. I was watching a
Grand Prix winner of George Russell. I
motorhomes. The cars were packed up and NASCAR Xfinity series race from Road
hope it happens to him for real sometime
everyone left. No practice, no qualifying.
America in Wisconsin. The date was
soon. I watched some syms racing, but I
The starting positions were determined by back on August 8, so not that recently.
didn’t love it. When real racing returned it
points and a draw. The top 10 drivers in
It seemed from the TV that spectators
disappeared, and I haven’t missed it for one
points drew for positions 1 to 10, drivers
were all around the track, very few were
second.
11th to 20th in the standings drew for
wearing masks and with little or no social
Canadian racing has suffered during the
positions 11 to 20, and so on.
distancing. Maybe this little illustration
Gradually, as the races proceeded with
helps to explain why our neighbours to the pandemic. No international series have
come to Canada, and who’s to say how long
only minimal COVID interference (only
South appear to be having such a difficult
the border will stay locked tighter than
Jimmy Johnson missed a race when he
time controlling the spread of the virus.
a drum. Canada’s only national racing
presented with Coronavirus symptoms) so
There were approximately two or so
series, the NASCAR Pinty’s Series, looked
NASCAR got a little braver and the events
months between the start of lockdown
to be a goner at first. Suddenly (to me at
started to look a little more normal. The
and the start of NASCAR and then F1.
least) a three weekend, six race series was
protocols were still very strict and applied
During that time, “sym racing” made a
announced; August 15 at Sunset Speedway,
with draconian effect, but practice and
brief appearance on mainstream TV, then
August 29 at Flamboro Speedway and
qualifying came back and gradually a
flamed out like a shooting star, just as
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September 12 at Jukasa Speedway.
Spectators were not permitted, but the
races were shown by a taped delay on TSN.
The fields were small, 13, 13 and 16 cars
but the quality and racing were excellent.
Jason Hathaway emerged as a very worthy
champion.
Arguably the top Ontario-based
oval track series, the APC United Late
Model Series, hosted five events and
full fields; August 8 at Jukasa with 32
starters, August 22 at Sauble Speedway
with 25 starters, September 12 at Sunset
with 25 and back to Jukasa September
26 for a double header with 31 starters.
Jo Lawrence won four races and the
championship.
Some Ontario asphalt and dirt ovals
opened with improvised programs,
others didn’t. The key was: no spectators.
Sponsorships provide little revenue to
these facilities and without a paying gate
and concessions they can’t survive. I feel
so sorry for them. They’re just like the
small retailers and restaurateurs across
Canada who face so many unforeseen
obstacles just to stay in business.

I took one positive thing out of this
weird oval track season. It was GForceTV.
They covered a variety of Ontario oval
track events, live. They would be on
for four or five continuous hours with
entertaining, knowledgeable commentary,
including a trackside reporter. They used
multiple cameras, sometimes including an
excellent drone camera, and provided top
quality coverage. If you have any interest
in short track racing, check them out on
YouTube. You can filter out the down time
and enjoy the racing.
With a complete absence of
international racing in Canada, road
racing in Ontario came down to regional
events. I am a Board member with
VARAC. Our Vintage GP is held each June
at Canadian Tire Motorsport Park. About
25-30% of our entrants come from the US
and the event is unsustainable without
their participation. By mid-May it became
abundantly clear that travel restrictions
would not be lifted any time soon (no
kidding) and we made the regrettable
decision to cancel the event. 2021 is the
60th anniversary of CTMP (Mosport)

and we sincerely hope to be part of those
celebrations.
Other springtime events, professional
and amateur, at CTMP fell like bowling
pins. Effective June 12, Ontario went to
stage two of lockdown, which allowed,
among other things, of course, wait for it,
auto racing. The Canadian Automobile
Sports Club (CASC) organized an event
at CTMP for July 4/5. It was a success, as
approximately 100 racers showed up for
some vehicular exercise.
The imposed COVID–19 protocols were
(appropriately) extensive and constituted
five printed pages. Most were consistent
with the now-accepted practices for safe
conduct in a public venue, but here are
a few highlights which are more racing
specific:
Closed to all spectators (have we heard
this before? Actually, not many spectators
attend regional races, but more on this
later).
Entry limited to 1 driver and 4 team
members.
Face masks when physical distancing is
continued on page 30...

Home of the BRD F1200
Canada’s premier Formula 1200 race car

• Arrive & Drive Racing Programs
• F1200 Engine & Gearbox Builds
• Full Race Car Maintenance
For over 30 Years, Vallis Motor Sport has
provided racers with top-notch service, race
preparation, complete car building, trackside
support and FV/F1200 rental programs.
For your racing needs in Southern Ontario,
Contact Vallis Motor Sport today.

2205 Hurricane Road, Welland, ON Canada L3B 5N5 Tel: 905.384.0016
e.mail: williamvallis@gmail.com www.vallismotorsport.com
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not possible.
Only those associated with the car will
be permitted under the awning of said car.
No social aspects at the event. (Don’t
party.)
Limit physical contact. (No celebrating.)
All participants must be registered
before the event.
Only one crew member permitted on
the mock grid.
No drivers’ meetings. Instructions will
be distributed by document or text.
No awards presentations.
Recommended to have an empty bay
between each race car. (More on this later,
as well.)
These rules remained pretty consistent
throughout the summer, regardless of the
event or track. As time passed, the level of
intensity subsided a little, but by and large,
people appeared to show good judgement.
I attended all but the first of these events,
three as an entrant, one as a photographer
and one as a crew member. I should note
that drivers who could not see a doctor to
get a physical to renew their licence, were
permitted to self-declare their physical
fitness.
CTMP hosted four CASC events;
the aforementioned July 4/5, with 100
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entrants, BARC on July 25/26, also 100
entrants, BEMC on September 19/20
with 150+ entrants and CTMP/CASC on
October3rd/4th with 125 entrants. CASC
also hosted an event an Shannonville
on August 15/16 with 65 entrants and
Calabogie hosted an event August 29/30
with 50 entries.
CTMP was very diligent about
imposing the no spectator rule, which I
perfectly understand. Anyone who was
caught outside the paddock was ordered
back to the paddock, lest they be seen as
spectators. OK, I get it, but if you’ve been
cleared to be on the grounds, shouldn’t
you be allowed to watch your car race?
And isn’t outside the paddock the safest
place to be, where there are hundreds of
acres to socially distance? Just a thought.
Shannonville and Calabogie didn’t care
where anyone went to watch the races, and
everyone seemed to conduct themselves
appropriately. Frankly, I think people were
afraid to get too close to each other. For
the last two events at CTMP photo vests
became available and I was very grateful
to be able to get one. Many thanks to my
benefactor at CTMP.
As noted, space between each racing
car was encouraged. Also as noted, the
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September 19/20 event at CTMP had over
150 entries, a large number even for a nonCOVID weekend. We arrived at the track
before 7:00 am Saturday and could hardly
find a place to park, let alone distance
ourselves. Meanwhile, approximately
one-quarter of the paddock was held open
for a slalom event (racing against the clock
around pylons). Twenty or so guys in their
street cars appeared to be having a great
time racing around these pylons all day
Saturday. Meanwhile, the track racers
were squeezed into the remaining threequarters of the paddock. The purpose was
to try to crosspollinate the road racers
with the slalom guys. Great idea, just
unfortunate timing, ‘tis all. At the end of
the day Saturday, they all went home and
that section of the paddock sat empty.
2020 has challenged our will to motor
race. A lot of guys decided to take a pass
this year and that’s OK. It was actually
the wise thing to do. The rest of us took
a deep breath and went ahead anyway.
When it was all over, we took a collective
sigh of relief that no harm appeared to
result because of us. Let’s look forward to a
healthy, virus-free 2021.
PV
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Racing News • Images •Motorsports Consulting
Images and content are being added regularly — check out the
Gladiator Road Racing Website at:
http://www.gladiatorroadracing.ca
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MOABMOG

In the breathtaking beauty of the
Moab desert region of southern Utah,
we tag along with an outing to test the
mighty Mercedes monster truck!

F

rom its uncelebrated beginnings as a droll,
multi-purpose farm implement designed
by Albert Friedrich and Heinrich Röessler
the Unimog has risen in stature (both literally and
figuratively) to become one of the most diversely
functional, highly recognized and desirable utilitarian
vehicles in the world. The magnificent example (a
U1550L-model) seen here once graced the private
collection of a former celebrity governor.
This particular 1998/2001 “Uni” is a low-mileage
(approximately 2000mi) rare, extended-cab variant
of the 437 UHN (“Hochgeländegängig”)series with
a 6-litre direct-injection diesel engine that produces
155 horsepower and a prodigious 540 Nm (almost
400 ft.-lbs.) of torque powering huge, upgraded wheels

Ever since its inception as a useful farm tool just after World War Two,
the ungainly but supremely utilitarian Unimog has proven itself time
and again. It has become a valuable vehicle for farmers, industries,
public services and many military forces. Recently, the mighty “Mog”
has also earned a respected place in the hearts of off-roaders.

Story & photos by Royce Rumsey, Moto|ology Contributor
36
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and tires (which cost a whopping $2000+ each!)
Everything is driven through a “G-series” manual
transmission providing 8-speeds in both forward and
reverse! The drivetrain has differentials on both the
front and rear axles that can be locked or unlocked
on the fly.
Like all Unimogs, the U1550L model provides the
operator with extremely generous ground clearance
due to its innovative flexible ladder frame with short
overhangs and coil-sprung beam portal axles. Couple
this layout with a stout central torque tube and locate
it all with heavy-duty transverse links and you can
literally go anywhere. I should point out that the
“portal” axles have an offset at their outer ends that
actually places the axles above the centreline of the
wheels where they enter the wheel hubs. This is what
text continued on page 43...
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The Optima Batteries U1550L Unimog is a wonderfully
unique vehicle in that it is custom-fitted with some clever luxury and
performance modifications, along with a set of options and extras
that don’t usually find their way onto one vehicle. For example, this
desirable U1550L model has the very capable long-wheelbase off-road
chassis along with the factory-optioned 4-door extended crew cab,
but also has a custom-designed upgraded performance suspension
courtesy of Weistec Engineering of Orange County, California. It
also will soon be outfitted with a custom, luxurious Louis Vuitton
interior! Talk about rock-crawling in style!
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provides the extraordinary ground clearance at all
four corners. This clever arrangement provides an axle
angle offset of up to 30°, giving the tires a wide range
of vertical movement. This, in turn allows the truck
to comfortably drive over extremely uneven terrain
(including 40" diameter boulders). When you combine
its extremely short overhang, very high-torque power
capability and the brilliant drivetrain geometry, you
have a vehicle that lets its drivers make the well-known
boast: “Roads? We don’t need roads”.
Naturally, after recently acquiring this superb
Unimog example, the new owners at Optima Batteries
immediately decided to take their U1550L to the Sand
Hollow Trail Hero Challenge course in the beautiful
and challenging terrain of southwest Utah and then to
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the Off-Road Expo (both these events are hosted by
Moto/ology advertisers, Optima Batteries).
The olive green body-color with bronze accents
combined with the red-rocks of the Moab and St.
George area made for a dramatic photo opportunity
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with this most memorable “Mog”. Typical of the
new owner’s penchant for ultimate machinery,
this wonderful Unimog is slated for even more
remarkable upgrades. In the powertrain, the
modifications will include some nifty functional
features like a central-source/onboard tire
pressure adjustment capabilility and to add to the
creature-comfort, the cab is being fitted with the
aforementioned Louis Vuitton upholstery treatment!
This will truly define this unusual Unimog as a
vehicle that not only moves its occupants but has
them “going in style”.
When it comes to off-road utility, capability and
pure presence, there is absolutely nothing quite like
it. This big, impressive Unimog U1550L is most
definitely the ultimate embodiment of “high style”.
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MOTORCYCLING
ADVENTURES!
New company offers all-inclusive
motorcycle tours!
A new start-up business based out of Ontario, Canada
is offering enthusiasts a drive with a difference! They’re
providing a “You-Ride” motorcycle touring service! The tours
vary in length and included in the price is a fully serviced and
prepared bike, preliminary instructions, seasoned tour guides,
meals and virtually everything you’ll need to enjoy your time
on two wheels exploring some of the most beautiful areas and
roads on the continent!
Watch for the Spring issue of Moto/ology for a report on this
intriguing new venture!
For information right now, contact Prestige World Ride at:
info@prestigeworldride.com
And check out their website at: www.prestigeworldride.com

WE ENGINEERED THE QUIT OUT OF IT
At OPTIMA® we build and test every battery in the world’s most advanced facility.
Everything that goes in guarantees you get the most out — on the track, the trail,
the water … anywhere ultimate power, performance and reliability is needed.

LEARN MORE AT OPTIMABATTERIES.COM

A CLARIOS BRAND
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BIG LOVE

Story by Lawrence Hacking Moto|ology Contributor. Photos courtesy of Gary and Shirley Meltzer

Gary and Shirley Meltzer and The Triumph of Love

T

he spring of 1973 in Fez, Morocco was the site of a
most unlikely meeting that took place between two
young adventurers. Shirley Lancashire, a 19-year-old
Canadian teenager was on a backpacking trip across Europe and
North Africa, she flew from Toronto to the south of Spain in
1973 after her final year in high school during her ‘gap year’.
Shirley met two other girls on the flight over to Europe who
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convinced her to tag along to North Africa. All three were on
their way to the coastal city of Agadir, Morocco as that was a
popular destination for young travelers at the time.
Gary Meltzer is originally from Long Branch, New Jersey. He
found himself living abroad in the late 1960’s after attending the
Woodstock festival in 1969. Gary and a friend were traveling in
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a VW bus and spent some time at a campground near the city
centre of Fez.
The chance meeting between the Gary and Shirley took
place in April and resulted in an enduring relationship that has
covered 5 decades. The catalyst for their long-standing union
was the bond created while riding the Triumph motorcycle you
see here. Riding motorcycles tends to generate profound shared
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Gary has kept all the paperwork for the Triumph– even the original bill of
sale to the original owner that Gary purchased the bike from back in Spain
almost 50 years ago!

experiences; it might be the exhilaration,
sense of freedom or the thrill of speed,
either way Gary and Shirley have been
together ever since.
The pair made their way to the Costa

del Sol on the south coast of Spain and
the port town of Malaga barely a month
after meeting – the ‘two peas in a pod’
soul-mates have been inseparable for
some 50 years.

While strolling along the waterfront of
Malaga one fine day that May they walked
past a maroon and white 1973 Triumph
500cc T100 motorcycle in virtually brand
new condition with a hastily written ‘for

The 500cc Triumph is original, entirely the same as it was when Gary and Shirley Mltzer bought it almost 50 years ago!

Growing up in Asbury Park, New Jersey and riding
around Europe in a VW Bus before buying the Triumph
in Spain and heading for Amsterdam.

sale’ sign perched on its handlebars.
Gary sought out its owner, Javier
Valencia, and made the purchase, the
bike had only a few thousand miles on
it. Javier bought it at Harvey Owen Ltd.
on March 30, 1973 in London, England
and rode it due south, upon reaching his
destination he put the bike up for sale.
Triumph first produced motorcycles
in 1902 in Coventry, UK. Edward Turner
became the chief designer of Triumph
and penned the original vertical paralleltwin engine blueprints. Turner’s work is
one of the most enduring engine designs
in the history of the internal combustion
engine. The Triumph brand lives on
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under new ownership but still leverages the iconic brand
recognition made famous by such notables as Steve McQueen,
Marlon Brando and Elvis Presley. In the heyday of the 1960’s
Triumphs were known as the World’s Fastest Motorcycles
after Bob Johnson set a two-wheeled World Land Speed
Record in 1962 at Bonneville salt-flats in Utah. The record
stood for many years and Triumph enjoyed great commercial
success until production ceased in the 1980’s.
This story becomes even better, this Triumph is still owned
by Gary and Shirley and it is in exactly the same condition
as the day they bought it with no changes or additions – that
in itself is rare occurrence; the fact that Gary kept all the
supporting paper work and photos that came with it makes
the story even more special.
From Malaga, the newly-formed couple rode the 500
Triumph across southern Spain then up to Barcelona.
Ultimately they made their way to Amsterdam with the
Triumph and bought an old barge they converted into a
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Those were the days! A younger Gary astride the slightly newer Triumph
500. Above: “She’s real fine my 409...” Gary demonstrates the strengths of
his first car–a 1961 Chevy Impala convertible that he bought in pieces and
rebuilt himself. This is when cars were made of real steel!

houseboat. The houseboat became a
haven for wayward travelers during a time
when Amsterdam was the launch pad
for back-packing travelers on their own
voyage of discovery.
Gary’s background is that of a selfproclaimed grease monkey, as a youngster,
he learned his skills working on minibikes and motorcycles. One of his first
motorcycles was a 1965 Spanish Bultaco
175cc Mercurio that he bought with his
Bar Mitzva money. His first car was a 1961
Chevy Impala convertible with 409 cubic
inch V8. He bought the car in pieces and
rebuilt it before he had a driver’s license.
You can see Gary in the photo on the
opposite page standing on its back. This is
when cars were made of solid, thick metal.
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Imagine growing up in Asbury Park during the 1960’s,
Asbury was the hotbed of American culture on the East
Coast during that era. The Asbury Park ‘circuit’ was
the ultimate cruise spot and was a chapter of the movie
American Graffiti – cars, motorcycles and music ruled the
streets of the glitzy tourist town.
The ‘Jersey Shore’ music scene is largely responsible for
launching the careers of notable artists Bruce Springsteen,
Bob Dylan and Jon Bon Jovi. The Stone Pony and the
Wonder Bar are 2 of the 50-odd bars and music clubs
that populated the ‘circuit’ between Oceanside Drive and
Kingsley. When Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes
played at the ‘Pony’ up to 2,000 people attended the party
according to legend.
People descended on Asbury Park like lemmings to
hang out and cruise the strip. Springsteen sums up the
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Asbury Park scene in the lyrics to his flag
ship song ‘Born to Run’:
“In the day, we sweat it out in the streets
Of a runaway American dream
At night we ride through
mansions of glory
In suicide machines
Sprung from cages out on highway 9
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Chrome wheeled, fuel injected and
steppin’ over the line
Oh baby this town rips the bones from
your back
It’s a death trap, it’s a suicide rap
We gotta get out while we’re young
‘Cause tramps like us, baby we were
born to run...”
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Shirley came from a middle class
family living in Burlington, Ontario, and
the impetus for her trip overseas was
fairly common in the 1970’s. Air travel
was affordable and the back-packing style
of traveling was popular at the time. She
decided to pull up stakes and take some
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time to see the world, still a teenager; her
parents were worried but supportive.
The Meltzer’s were married in 1977 in
Gibraltar and continued their wanderlust
ways for several years to come.T exactly
exactly hey sailed across the Atlantic
to the Caribbean twice and eventually
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settled in Southern Ontario to raise
their family of 4 daughters and now 5
grandchildren. Shirley became a midwife
after reading a book called Spiritual
Midwifery. Since taking on that role she
has attended approximately 2,500 births.
These days both Shirley and Gary enjoy

a busy life occupied by a large extended
family and work. Gary volunteers his
time to support prison inmates and
practices yoga while Shirley continues
to assist in bringing new humans into
the World. The Triumph lives a quiet life
under wraps in their garage.
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THE LITTLE RAILWAY
THAT COULD
The Toronto Hamilton & Buffalo Railway was
a diminutive operation that punched well
above its weight

TH&D steam locomotives reflected its NYC heritage
and for such a small railway, the they boasted had a
wide variety of steam power.
From the 1895 to the 1977 the TH&B Railroad ran through
the fruit belt of the western Lake Ontario area, servicing
communities and businesses that were bypassed by the larger
railways and transportation providers.

Tim Miller takes us back to the golden age of steam and a small but fiesty railroad that once flourished.
Story & photos by Tim MIller, Moto|ology Contributor

T

he gutsy Toronto, Hamilton, & Buffalo Railway was less than
200 miles in length, which was a pittance compared the coastto-coast railways of the Canadian National and Canadian
Pacific and the vast intercontinental railways of the US. Along with
the massive lengths of the CN and the CP, both had large supporting
facilities, including in-house locomotive and car building shops.
The TH&B had no such facilities, and procured its motive power
from several sources, mostly used locos from other railroads, along with
acquiring some engines from parent New York Central (through its
subsidiary Michigan Central), who along with the CP, owned the little
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pike from 1895 until 1977 when it became wholly CP-owned.
The TH&B was designed as a feeder route between the
population and transportation hubs of Toronto and Buffalo,
climbing the Niagara Escarpment and diagonally crossing
from Hamilton through Canada’s fruit belt. This ensured a
closer route to Buffalo than the CNR which hugged the shore
of Lake Ontario to Niagara Falls then travelled south in New
York State to Buffalo.
The TH&B’s eastern terminus met up with the Michigan
Central Railway in Welland. This was part of the Canada
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Southern network which was built by
US interests from Buffalo to Detroit as a
shorter alternative to going around Lake
Erie. The TH&B also had tracks from
Hamilton west to Brantford and Waterford,
where it once again met up with the tracks
of its parent Michigan Central. But the
bulk of activity was from Toronto through
Hamilton and on into Buffalo with both
passenger and freight services.
The TH&B used CP rails from Hamilton
to Toronto and MC rails from Welland to
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Climbing the Niagara Escarpment east
out of Hamilton was getting to be too much
for the Consolidation and 2-8-2 “Mikado”
locos of the TH&B, so it went shopping for
bigger power.
Another US loco maker, Lima, had
built a 2-8-4 wheel arrangement for the
Boston & Albany Railway (another NYC
subsidiary), and in 1927 the B&A lent one
of these “Berkshires” to the TH&B for
some trials. TH&B management felt the
“Berk” was the ticket, but Lima had no

Fort Erie and across the Niagara River to
MC and NYC terminals in Buffalo. It also
ventured occasionally to Niagara Falls from
Welland and built a subdivision that started
in Smithville and went through Dunnville
to the shore of Lake Erie at Port Maitland.
Okay, so now we know were the trains
went, let’s look at what pulled them.
The first nine locomotives on the roster
were of the 4-4-0 wheel configuration,
commonly known as the “American”.
All of these were made by the Baldwin,
Schenectady, and Grant Locomotive works
and built between 1873 and 1905. Most
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were used, having been purchased from the
Dominion Construction Company and the
Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad.
As the railway grew, it acquired larger
engines, mostly 4-6-0 ten-wheelers along
with some 0-4-0 and 0-6-0 switchers for
traffic around the up-and-coming steel
mills in Hamilton. Most of these came
from the Montreal Locomotive Works, and
the Kingston-based Canadian Locomotive
Company. A large number of 2-8-0
“Consolidation” types were purchased with
several of these in active duty until the
early 1950’s.
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Here, we need to do some background
on locomotive builders. The Schenectady
(NY) works morphed into the American
Locomotive Company (Alco), and the
Montreal plant was purchased by Alco
in 1904. The cost of buying US locos
was steep in Canada with the federal
government imposing protection
tariffs. This was very similar to
the way the Big Three US auto
makers (Ford, General Motors
and Chrysler) set up plants in
Canada to build cars for the
Canadian market.
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Canadian plant and due to the tariffs,
buying a loco of this type would be an
expensive proposition. Alco had also built
some of the 2-8-4s for the US railroads,
so the TH&B ordered a pair of Montreal
Locomotive Works-built Berkshires, and
these two engines arrived at the Chatham
Street roundhouse in Hamilton in 1928.
There were two notable features about
these big engines. They were the only
ones of this wheel arrangement to be
used in Canada, and they were equipped
with the automatic train control
system – a speed system tied in
with the locomotive and track
signals which would stop the
train under certain conditions
thus preventing collisions. The
Berkshires were equipped with
the ATC which allowed them
to operate as the lead units
over the NYC ATC-equipped
track from Welland into
Buffalo.
Weighing in at
621,000 pounds
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(310.5 tons) ready to roll, these engines were truly state-of-the-art
at the time, and were used for freight services between Hamilton
and Fort Erie, where they could pull twice the tonnage up the
Escarpment as the Consolidations they replaced. The Berks were
also used occasionally in passenger service and hauled several fan
trips when steam power in the US was shifting to diesel-electric
power and fans wanted to get a taste of the past.
After the TH&B purchased its first, modern diesel-electric locos
in 1950, the Berkshires were no longer needed, and were scrapped
in Hamilton in 1953.
The MLW-built 4-6-2 Pacifics of 1913 and 1923 of the TH&B
were used in passenger service between its namesake cities, but
after World War II management was after some stronger pulling
power. In 1948 a pair of the famous J-series NYC “Hudsons” were
put on the TH&B roster. These were Alco units built in 1929.
The NYC had 275 of these Hudsons, known for their pulling
power and speed. They were the backbone of what is considered the
most famous train in the world, the 20th Century Limited, which
raced from New York City to Chicago, a distance of 958 miles.
Including stops for coal, water, and passengers, these speedsters
did the trip in under 20 hours, and when the TH&B acquired its
Hudsons, this city-to-city schedule was under 16 hours.

Obviously, the TH&B did not set any cross-country speed
records with its Hudsons, but they were a valuable asset to the CPNYC-TH&B passenger pool between Toronto and Buffalo. While
the CNR had only five of this 4-6-4 wheel arrangement, the CPR
had 65 Hudsons, built in its own shops and by MLW. Both the
NYC and CP Hudsons weighed in at 365,000 pounds (182.5 tons)
without tenders. Most CP Hudsons were retired by 1958, although
two of them were saved for static and excursion service.
Sadly, all the NYC Hudsons were scrapped, including the 501
and 502 of the TH&B, which went under the torch in 1955. But
the tender of 502 was kept in the Chatham Street roundhouse as
a steam generator car for its diesel-powered passenger trains and
survives at the Steamtown National Historic site in Pennsylvania,
the only remnant of this one iconic locomotive.
Two steam locomotives of the TH&B did not go under the
scrapper’s torch. Built in 1912, MLW 0-6-0 switcher was sold to the
Steel Company of Canada, then donated to the National Museum
of Science and Technology and lastly to a train museum in Lindsay,
ON. Consolidation 103, a 1910 MLW product, was retired in
1956, donated for display in a park in Hamilton, and is now in
the Westfield Heritage Village just west of Hamilton in Rockton,
Ontario, Canada.

You provide the comfy chair

We’ll provide the books
The Armchair Motorist has been serving
the national and international
automobile book market for over 50
years with “New and Out of Print”
materials. A large “in stock” inventory of
over 6,000 books on automobiles,
racing, biographies and historical
materials are available for the enthusiast
via the internet or by appointment for
viewing. Occasional collections on
aircraft, trains and boats also are carried

armchair motorist
Automotive and other fine books
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but not stocked in quantity. The stock
mainly deals with books, not manuals,
but some rare technical items do show
up and are inventoried. Inquiries are
invited for such technical material and
“want lists” are maintained. A search
service is offered with nearly 100%
success on many rare volumes. A large
inventory is maintained on most import
vehicles with marques such as Alfa
Romeo, Bugatti, Porsche, MG, Aston
Martin, Bentley, Rolls-Royce, Ferrari,
Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and of course
the “Big Three” Ford, GM and Chrysler.
Small marques are well represented with
stock from Abarth to Zagato.
Check out our inventory at:
www.ArmchairMotorist.com
Phone enquiries to 416 727 0441
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FROM ROTARY
TO
RADIAL

Left: To keep rotary engines cool, it was convenient to spin
them with the prop. This requirement was eliminated when better
casting techniques allowed light, long cooling fins to do the job.

Improved metallurgy
and thermal dynamics
allowed engines to stop
spinning in circles.

I

n our inaugural issue of Moto|ology. I wrote an overview on
the intriguing but weird rotary aircraft engines of the early
days of aviation. Many folks confuse these early spinning
contraptions with the more recent “radial” engines used in
aircraft and some other applications. There is a definite difference
and the development of the radial engine produced enormous
gains in horepower, torque, stability and eventually, complexity.
These engines allowed for the exponential growth in size and
load-carrying capability of many aircraft and became almost
universally used when high-performance was desired. They
remained so until the advent and ultimate takeover by the gas
turbine in both propeller and pure jet applications.
The Chicken Or The Egg?
Now, we ask, which came first? The rotary or the radial? It
appears the radial was actually developed from the rotary as
they both share “star” layouts and some technical details. The
rotary engine design was first postulated by a Mssr. Félix Millet
of France and he first patented a rotary radial engine in 1887 and
had demonstrated it in a motorcycle he designed by 1889.
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Mr. Stephen Balzar of New York was also building rotary
engines in the 1890’s and had installed them in cars, but he
was more interested in applying them to aircraft. Through his
involvement with Professor Samuel Langley, Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution and an early aviation pioneer, he became
involved with Langley’s powered flight experiments with his
houseboat-launched series of aircraft called the “Aerodromes”.
Professor Langley had enlisted the services of one Charles Manly
to serve as test pilot and develop a lightweight aero engine for
his machine. Through a collaboration of sorts with Balzar,
Manly reconstructed one of the Balzar engines as a water-cooled,
stationary radial. This was the first engine specifically designed
for an aviation application and was vastly more powerful than
the engines the Wright’s were proposing to use. So, given this
background, it could be said the radial was actually an offshoot of
the rotary engine’s design thinking.
The major problem with early radial engines was weight. There
wasn’t the knowledge in metallurgy or a reliable casting technique
to allow placing light, thin cooling fins on the cylinders and heads
on the early radials, so to achieve cooling the manufacturers of
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Main: Other improvements in technology
set the stage for the popularity of the radial
engine. This is a typical early uncowled
installation on a WW2 Boeing-Stearman
Kaydet trainer. Below: a 5-cylinder LeBlond
powers this 1929 Arrow Sport biplane.

mail and freight contracts that promised
rapid delivery of goods all over the world.
It was soon apparent that new, higherperformance aircraft would be required to
fill the needs of this emerging industry.
To power the more advanced aircraft,
operators longed for an engine that was
reliable, relatively compact, powerful,
easy to maintain and service and was
adaptable to fitting in several types of
aircraft. The air-cooled radial filled the
bill quite nicely. Through the 1920’s, large
passenger aircraft like the Handley-Page
W-series were built, some of which were
powered by Armstrong-Siddeley Jaguar
or Bristol Jupiter radial engines. By 1931,
the advanced 4-engined 40+ passenger
Handley Page H.P. 42 airliners entered
service with Imperial Airways and began
extended service flying passengers all
over the British Empire. The British air
carriers also pressed into service other
radial-engined landplanes and flying boats
manufactured by notable companies like
Shorts, Vickers and Supermarine amongst
others.
Radial engines also became the preferred
power for aircraft of many other countries.
Germany’s Junkers and Heinkel both
designed military and civilian aircraft

Photos by D. Switzer- Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Centre

Story by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher

the day either resorted to liquid (water)
cooling or reverted to the rotary method
of spinning the entire engine. Neither of
these solutions was optimal as the water
or liquid coolant again added unwanted
weight and complexity. While the rotary
method provided the best solution and
was used extensively, the total loss oiling
systems it employed and poor control and
throttleability systems handicapped these
spinning designs.
After the First World War, development
of the true radial aircraft engine really
took off, so to speak. Rapid, intricate
sand and die-casting methods along
with much-improved alloys and the
better understanding of metallurgy all
contributed to the development of reliable,
powerful and fairly lightweight aviation
powerplants and the air-cooled radial
configuration was becoming one of the
most popular.
Aviation had made many advances
through the stimulus of war, but as other
things wound down after the armistace,
the technical innovation and recordbreaking in the field of aviation continued.
Tentative moves towards establishing
passenger airline services were made
along with the awarding of lucrative
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even produced a successful liquid-cooled
radial design that proved very powerful
and was licenced to several manufacturers
in other countries. Radial engines were
also developed and utilized in Russia and
the far east by various manufacturers
from the Soviet Union and Japan. Japan
embraced the radial as the preferred power
technology for aircraft of their emerging
military forces.

American Radial Power
Meanwhile, on the other side of the
Atlantic Ocean, after the First World
War, radial-powered aircraft had come
to the fore in a very big way. In 1927,
Charles Lindbergh had successfully
flown solo across the Atlantic from New
York to Paris in his radial-engined Ryan
NYP-special. The “Spirit of St. Louis”,
named for Lindberg’s financial backers in

Missouri, was powered by the reliable and
for its time, very advanced 223hp Wright
Whirlwind J5C. This engine was designed
with an advanced lubricating system and
rated for a whopping lifetime of 9000
operating hours.
After Lindberg’s record-beaking flight,
aviators and manufacturers increasingly
demanded the reliability and ease of
maintenance afforded by the radial engine
design. American manufacturers Wright,

Pratt & Whitney, Continental, Lycoming
and later, Curtiss-Wright all produced
ever-improving radial engine designs
to satisfy the aircraft manufacturers
seemingly never-ending demand.
With the world once again erupting
into the terrible conflict of World War
2, high-performance radial-engined
military aircraft once again came under
development and radial-equipped
transports, bombers and fighter aircraft

leapt to the forefront in all theatres. The
engine layout was even adapted to power
armoured vehicles like the Sherman tank
and self-propelled howitzers on land and
in high-speed naval patrol boats.
With ever-increasing demands for
more power and performance the radial
configuration proved very adaptable. To
make an engine bigger, you could quite
simply add more “rows” of cylinders. A
seven-cylinder radial could become a

The Pratt & Whitney R4360 4-row,28-cylinder Wasp Major cranked out an impressive 3500 horsepower. These engines powered many of the last, large
propeller-driven aircraft like the Boeing Stratocruiser and Convair B-36 bomber before they were superceded by gas-turbine technology.

Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

powered by radials from BMW and
others, not to mention the initial version of
the gigantic Dornier DoX Flying boat. One
of the most successful German designs
being the versatile Junkers JU-52 series of
aircraft, both in single-engined and trimotor configurations.
France also developed many radialengined designs in the inter-war years
as did Italy. France’s Salmson company

Photos by D. Switzer- Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Centre

Photos by D. Switzer- Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Centre

Some aircraft designers eschewed radial engines as being too bulky and unstreamlined, preferring instead the more slender liquid-cooled designs.
However, once the powerful radials were close-cowled as in this beautiful and svelte Focke-Wulf FW-190 A-1, their streamlining was no longer in doubt.

Above: Amongst the impressive collection of aero engines at the
Smithsonian’s Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Centre are these 9-cylinder
radials, the one on the foreground being a Lycoming design. Right:
An example of a twin-row radial showing the separation between the
two rows of staggered cylinders.

Left: Variations on a theme: Radial engines weren’t solely air-cooled units. A French company, Société des Moteurs Salmson developed and built a
range of liquid-cooled radial engines that proved quite successful. This 9Z engine dates from 1917. Right: A U.S.-made Continental 7- cylinder radial.
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Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

fourteen cylinder by becoming a two-row
design. Similarly, a nine-cylinder became
an eighteen-cylinder when a second row
was added. In the final aeronautical guise,
the radial sprouted up to 4 rows, becoming
a “corn-cob” radial with as many as 36
cylinders and producing prodigious
amounts of power, up to 5000 horsepower
in some cases. These enormous engines
powered some of the last piston-engined
strategic bombers and the famous
Hughs H-2 “Spruce Goose” as well as
the last great piston-powered airliners
and high-performance piston-engined
fighter aircraft. Marine applications have
produced enormous radial engines of over
50 cylinders!
The largest aero engine ever built in
the US was the astounding Lycoming
XR-7755. Built too late for WW2, it had 36
cylinders in four rows of 9 and displaced
a whopping 7750 cubic inches and could
produce in excess of 5000 horsepower!
The engine featured a number of technical
innovations like variable valve timing.
The 9 overhead camshafts could shift
position axially to vary the valve timing
for maximum efficiency in take-off power
or in cruise. Also, like its predecessor
from Salmson, it was liquid-cooled. The
XR-7755 was intended to power the first
intercontinental bomber that was to be

“

Even with six of these 3500 horsepower engines the mammoth B-36 was
woefully underpowered so the powers that be augmented them with four GE
J47 jet engines mounted under the wings, this strange configuration gave rise to
the term six turning and four burning...
capable of bombing Germany from bases
in the continental US. The entire project
that included both the bomber and its
engines was too late to see action in the
second world war.
After the war, the engines and bomber
project continued development and
ultimately became the Convair B-36
Peacemaker which was eventually put into
production. However, due to development
delays and cost issues with the huge
Lycoming engines, it was decided to
power the giant bomber with the much
smaller and less powerful Pratt & Whitney

Right: The immense Lycoming XR-7755, so
named for its displacement of 7,755 Cubic
Inches (or 127 Litres!) It is the largest and
most powerful reciprocating piston aircraft
engine ever built in the US. Below: The
specifications of the XR-7755 are certainly
mind-boggling, but there were actually
a couple of even larger aircraft engines
displacing more that 8000 cubic inches
built in the Soviet Union!

”

used both in propeller-driven and pure jet
applications.
While it is still possible to see and hear
these fascinating powerplants in action,
the modern-day usage of the radial
piston engine is becoming quite limited
and there are only a handful of specialty
manufacturers still developing the type.
However, as new uses in the sport aviation
arena and other applications present
themselves, who knows what the future
holds for this most venerable aircraft
engine design?

Although the radial engine configuration has been used in tanks and other military land-based vehicles as well as in marine applications like high-speed
patrol boats, here’s a couple of the more bizarre applications of the radial engine! On the left is the 1935 Monaco-Trossi racing car and on the right, an
astounding modern custom motorcycle!
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R4360 radial. Even with six of these 3500
horsepower engines the mammoth B-36
was woefully underpowered so the powers
that be augmented them with 4 GE J47 jet
engines mounted outboard on the wings.
This strange configuration gave rise to the
term “six turning and four burning” when
crews referred to the gargantuan aircraft.
With the advent of the gas-turbine
engine, the astounding complexity and
intricacies of the reciprocating piston
aircraft engine were swept aside and
replaced by a much more powerful, reliable
and simpler technology that could be
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REALLY
REALLY BIG...

This is the biggest
engine of them all!

W

hile we’re chatting about big
stuff, it’s only fitting that I
should mention one of the
largest reciprocating piston-engine in the
world, the astounding Wärtsilä RT-Flex96,
(Now known as the WinGD RT-Flex96C.)
This gigantic engine is currently in use with
some of the largest container ships in the
world. These engines are available in several
configurations and are manufactured in
versions from 4-cylinders to a whopping
14-cylinder design.
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In the 14-cylinder version, this colossal
2-stroke diesel has pumped out more than
114,000 brake horsepower according to the
Guinness Book of World Records, although
it is rated at just over 107,000 bhp. A true
leviathan of a powerplant, the 14-cylinder
monster towers more than 44 feet high (13.5
metres) is over 30 feet wide (9.4 metres) and
is almost 89 feet long (27 metres) It weighs in
at more than 2,300 tonnes. It has a cylinder
bore of more than 3 feet (38 inches or
960mm) and a stroke of 8.2 feet (2500mm). It
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redlines at a leasurely 120 RPM and puts out
its peak torque of 5,608,310 lb/ft (or 7,603,850
N/m) at an easy 102 RPM. It burns up to 250
tons of fuel per day.
Now in 2020, there are even larger ship
engine designs being built!
I do not have a zero-to-sixty time for any
vessel with these enormous powerplants and
I don’t believe they would be suitable in any
way for aero applications! They are, however,
quite good for moving big ships!
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By Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher. Photo used with permission of WinGD.

When it was launched in 2006, the Emma Maersk was the largest container ship in the world. It is powered by what is still one of the largest
engines, the 14-cylinder version of the WinGD RT-Flex96C. It is one of eight “E-class” vessels built for the Danish A.P. Moller-Maersk shipping
company. Although the engine is still one of the largest in existance, several newer ships have surpassed the E-class ships in size. Where an
E-class container ship is capable of carrying 14,770 twenty-foot equivalent unit (TEU) containers, and the upgraded versions can carry a further
1000, the newer “Triple-E class” ships can carry over 18,000 TEU. In 2014, the Triple-E class ships were surpassed in size by the gargantuan
Globe-class ships capable of carrying almost 20,000 TEU and these in turn will be superceded by the more recent Algeciras class that have a
potential capacity of almost 24,000 TEU.
Although these huge ships are built to take advantage of economy of scale, there are several factors limiting the size of these vessels. Foremost
is many ports do not have the crane capacity or physical size to accommodate these huge vessels and the second most important limiting factor
is the physical size of some waterways. The largest of these ships are strictly limited to operation on the open seas as they just won’t fit through
the Panama Canal or in some cases, even the Suez canal. There are also some ships that can’t navigate waterways such as the Singapore Straits.
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Photo courtesy of Feathercraft.net

For information and background on vintage
Feather Craft Boats be sure to check out the
enthusiast’s website at: https://www.feathercraft.net

The Flying Boatmen and their
fabulous Feather Crafts!

I

n 1953, Colonel Scott Fellows of
the U.S. Air Force was stationed at
the McGhee-Tyson Airforce Base
in Knoxville, Tennessee amid the many
lakes and rivers of the area. A creative kind of guy, he
envisioned the boating equivalent to the popular airshow
acts of the time and decided it would be a good idea to “put
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Photos courtesy of “The Flying Boatmen” Facebook site

BE SURE
TO CHECK
OUT THESE
FASCINATING
WEBSITES!

on a show”, but on water. He formed the Flying Boatmen
Club and recruited a few members.
For the fascinating history of The Flying Boatmen
demonstration team and their Feather Craft boats visit the
commemorative Facebook site at:

https://www.facebook.com/flyingboatmen/
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SPRING WILL HAVE SPRUNG!
So, we’ve once again got it wrong. At least
we’re not alone. Lot’s of people, including
those supposedly in the know have been
blindsided by this tenacious pandemic.
The so-called “second wave” is turning
out to be worse than the first! Hmmm...
perhaps a good time to throw on another
log, sit back and enjoy another issue of
Moto/ology! Hopefully we’ll get through
this soon and be in a better place once the
vaccinations take hold. Once again, here’s
hoping.

SPRING THINGS

Here in the Great White North, it will
soon be not so white anymore as the
snows melt away and the time comes
to get our motorized things out of
hibernation. We’re going to look at what’s
involved in waking our sleeping beauties
and preparing them for what we hope will
be a more “normal” season.

FLYING THINGS

There’s going to be more coverage and
reports on all things aero!
With luck, we’re still hoping thiongs open
up and we can get these long-awaited visits
to some local airplane collections and
museums. Stay tuned!
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CHECKING OUT THE CWH

Whenever we get out of this “lockdown”
mode, we still plan on taking that trip
to the Canadian Warplane Heritage
Museum’s Collection. Yeah, yeah, I know
I’ve been promising this for some time now,
but as before, we’ve just not been able to get
it all together! Anyway, we’ve still got it on
the “To Do List” and sooner or later, we'll
head down to Hamilton, Ontario’s John
C. Munro International Airport to see the
famous and mighty Avro Lancaster along
with some of their most recent additions to
this important collection of WW2 aircraft.

MORE FROM THE
LEFT COAST

We’ll have more from our contacts “out
west”. This time we hope to get another
perspective and also feature some very cool
motorized conveyances! There’s still a lot to
cover out there!

MORE BIKE STUFF

Ken Van Wyck has some interesting info
on a new venture that’s started up! He’s
going to give us the lo-down on Prestige
World Ride, a new outfit that’s offering
some very nifty driving tours, but not on
four wheels, just two! This sounds very
interesting! Perhaps we’ll get a first hand
report from Ken on just what’s involved,
what it’s like and what you can expect!
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We also hope to have some new insights into
more things two-wheeled, like another road
trip adventure, maybe? Keep watching!

FORD LORE

Tim Miller will be giving us a look at some
interesting Ford stories!
Tim will gove us his take on the adventures
of the Ford Motor Company... in Canada!
They’ve been manufacturing cars, trucks
and other things up here for over a century!
There’s also his look at one particular Ford
that made headlines not too long ago.

MORE PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS

John Wright has more interviews with
motoring folk. John is going to give us the
background on some interesting people that
you wouldn’t normally run across in the
bigger, mainstream publications. That’s tghe
fun thing about Moto/ology, we cover things
the others don’t!

FEEDBACK!

We’ll be featuring some comments from
our readers! Check them out and send
yours in! Speak out and talk back to us!
Make yourself heard!

Photo by Doug Switzer

OK... SO THINGS AREN’T
GETTING BETTER... YET!

Photo from the Tim Miller Collection

UP NEXT ISSUE

AND MUCH MORE!

Watch for the Spring Issue of Moto|ology,
coming soon!
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